Examples - Fine Needle Biopsy Reports

Example #1

**SPECIMEN:** FNA-LIVER  
**CLINICAL HISTORY:** Hemochromatosis, repeat bx – previous in August 2013  
**OTHER STUDIES:** Bx/core  
**CELL BLOCK:** Yes  
**GROSS DESCRIPTION:** 4.0 CM  
**CYTOLOGY FINDINGS:**  
SUSPICIOUS FOR MALIGNANCY  
Inconclusive for malignancy  

**IMMEDIATE EVALUATION**  
First preliminary assessment - inadequate- Touch prep  
First preliminary assessment – adequate – Core Biopsy  

**DIAGNOSTIC COMMENTS**  
The findings are suspicious for hepatocellular carcinoma  
Clinico-pathological correlation and repeat biopsy is suggested if clinically indicated  
(refer to biopsy findings; SP-13-13094)

**CELL BLOCK FINDINGS:**  
Minute fragment of liver parenchyma showing well preserved hepatocyte cords,  
In conclusive for malignancy

Example #2

**SPECIMEN:** FNA-LIVER  
**CLINICAL HISTORY:** Smoker X40 years Oct 2013 Diabetes  
**OTHER STUDIES:** Core  
**CELL BLOCK:** Yes  
**GROSS DESCRIPTION:** Multiple 1-2 cm lesions  
**CYTOLOGY FINDINGS:**  
MALIGNANT  
Metastatic Adenocarcinoma  

**IMMEDIATE EVALUATION**  
Immediate evaluation of representative diff-quik stained slices showed adequate cellular material  
First preliminary assessment – adequate – Touch prep  

**DIAGNOSTIC COMMENTS**  
Refer to concurrent biopsy SP:13 – 12557 for immunohistochemical data regarding diagnostic and primary site work-up